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Introduction. In the first part of this paper we prove the main result

which gives sufficient conditions for an open mapping f(X) — Y to

have a closed set KEX with dim K = 0 and f(K) = Y. This relates to

a theorem of Civin and Roberts [l]. In the second section of the

paper the main result is applied to an open mapping f(X) = Y with

dim X=m<dim Y = n< » which states conditions under which

there exists a K closed in X with dim K = 0 and dim f(K) ^.n — m.

Several related results are also proved in this section. This is a con-

tinuation of the author's study of the relation of the dimension of

closed subsets of the domain with the dimension of their image under

various mappings [4].

Notation. Throughout, / will denote a mapping from the metric

space X onto the metric space Y. By mapping is meant a continuous

function. By dim X is meant the Lebesgue covering dimension of X.

The pertinent background in dimension theory for general metric

spaces will be found in Nagata [ó]. Any additional assumptions on

/, X, or Y will be explicitly stated in each theorem.

I. K closed in X with dim 7^ = 0 and/(7£) = F. All the results of
this section relate to a paper of Civin and Roberts [l]. The main

result is Theorem 1.1.

1.1. Theorem. Let f be open with (1) dim F = re<»; (2) /-1(j)

complete for all yEY; and (3) for every pair of disjoint closed sets F-i

and F2 in Y there is a closed set BEY separating F\ and F2 with the

property that f~l(y) is perfect for all yEB. Then there exists a KEX

with K closed in X and dim K = 0 and with f(K) = Y and f\ K at most

n + i to one.

We will need a number of results before we can prove 1.1. A remark

is in order concerning condition (3) of the theorem. It could be re-

placed by either of the two following conditions which are equivalent:
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(3') the set A = \yE Y:f~l(y) is not perfect} has dimension at most

zero; or, (3") there is a u-locally finite basis { Va] for F such that for

all yGFr(F„),/_1(;y) is perfect. We defer the proof of the equivalence

of these conditions; however, the equivalence of (3') and (3) will be

used later in the paper. Let us now proceed to establish the auxiliary

results to prove 1.1.

1.2. Lemma. Let f be open with dim F = 0. Then, if e>0 and U is

open withf(U) = Y, there exists { Ua: a ET} a collection of open sets in

X and { Va:aET} an open partition of Y such that (1) UaE U; (2)f(Ua)

= Va; and (3) ô(Ua)<e for all aET.

Proof. For each xEU let Ux be open with xEUx such that

5(Ux)<e and UXEU. Then {f(Ux): xEU} is an open cover of Y.

Let { Va: aET} be an open partition refining \f(Ux) ). For each a let

Ua=f-1(Va)r\UXa where VaCf(UXa) for xa. Then the collection

{ [/„: aET} has the required properties of the lemma.

1.3. Theorem. If fis open with complete point inverses and dim F=0,

then, if U is open in X withf(U) = Y, there is a FC U, K closed, with

f\ K a homeomorphism onto Y.

Proof. Let e¿—>0 be a sequence of positive numbers. By applying

Lemma 1.2 inductively we obtain a sequence of open collections

{ Ua,i'. «Gr¿} and a corresponding sequence of open partitions of Y,

\va,i: aET i}, such that (1) Va.iCU for all a and i; (2.) f(Ua,i) = Va,i-,

(3) {Va,i+i\<{Va¡i}; (4) 5(LTa,,)<e.-; and (5) {Ua,i+l} <{Ua,i}.

We then define F = n™.1IJ { F„,¿: aETi}. For each i the collection

{ Ua.i} is locally finite since j/"'(^«,¡) } is. Therefore U { F«,¿: a£r¡j

is closed and F is closed. Now let yE Y. Then for each i there is a

unique Uva¡i such that f-^CWl^Q. Since Ul,i+iEUl,t and
S(£/„,¿)<€j for all i, by the completeness of f"l(y) we must have

ft?-i\f~Ky)(^Ül,t\=f-l(y)<^K consist of a single point. Thus /| F
is one to one onto Y. It remains only to show that/| F is open. If we

let Ba,i= Ua,i(AK then {Ba,,j is a basis for K. One can easily see

that/(F„,¿) = Va,i and thus/| F is open.

1.4. Theorem. Let f be open with complete point inverses with

dim Y — n< <x>. Then, if U is any open set in X withf(U) = Y, there is

a K closed in X, FC U with f(K) = Y such that dim F g n and f\ K is
at most n +1 to one.

Proof. By Theorem III.8 in Nagata [6, p. 78] there is a space Z

and a closed mapping g(Z) = Y such that dim Z = 0 and g~l(y) has

at most w + 1 points for all yEY. Let A = {(x, z): xEX and zEZ
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and f(x)=g(z)\. Recall that A is closed in XXZ. Let Iii and U2

be the restrictions to A of the projections onto X and Z, respectively.

Then Hi(A) = X is closed since g is closed with compact point inverses

and H2(A) =Z is open since/is open. Let UEX be as in the theorem.

Then F = LIr1(L7) is open in A and U2(V) =Z. Applying 1.3 we get a

closed set BEV such that n2| B is a homeomorphism of B onto Z.

Thus dim 73 =0 and n2| B is one to one. Since g is at most « + 1 to one

we must have TTi| 73 at most w + 1 to one. Let K = Hi(B). Since ITi| B

is again closed we must have dim K^n. Also clearly f(K) = Y, KEU,

and/|7£ is at most w + 1 to one.

1.5. Theorem. In 1.4 if Y is compact, then K can be required to be

compact.

Proof. The space Z will then be compact. Thus B<~^Z will be also.

But then IIi(B) =K must also be compact.

The next result is the main tool in proving Theorem 1.1.

1.6. Lemma. Suppose f is open and that conditions (1), (2), and (3)

of 1.1 are satisfied. Let e>0 and let { Uy: y ET} be a collection of open

sets in X having the following properties:

(i) { Uy} is a disjoint collection; (ii) /(UTer Uy) = Y; (iii) for all

yEY, f^1(y)r\Uy=^ except for at most w + 1 distinct y's; and (iv)

\Üy} is locally finite. Then there is {Va: aEA}, a collection of open

sets in X, such that { Va} has properties (i), ■ ■ -, (iv) and in addition

satisfies (v) 5(Va) <efor all a and (vi) for all a, VaE Uyfor some y.

Proof. For each xGU7Sr Uy let Ux be open such that 5(Ux)<e

and xEUxEUxEUy for the unique y with xEUy. Then \f(Ux):

xGU7sr Uy} is an open cover of Y. Let {Wa: aEA} be a locally

finite refinement of order at most w + 1 by the corollary on page 23

of Nagata [ó]. Let xa be such that WaEf(UxJ and define V„

=f~1(Wa)r\ UXa. Note at this point that the collection { F« ] satisfies

(ii), • • • , (vi). The rest of the proof is concerned with finding

VaEVá such that { Va} has all of the desired properties. Let

{ Fa:aEA }be a closed cover of F such that FaEWa for all a E A. Let

Ua be such that FaEUaEUaEWa for all a and such that for all

yEFr(Ua), f_1(y) is perfect. This is possible by condition (3) of the

lemma. Let A be well ordered. Now/|/_1(i/ai) is an open mapping

onto 77ai. Let Bai=f-1(Vai)r\V'ctl. Then Bai is open in/-1(7jŒ1) and

f(Bai) = Uai. By Theorem 1.4 we can get a 7£aiC5ai closed in/-1(7Jai),

hence in X, such that/(7£ai) = Uai and f\ Kai is at most w + 1 to one.

Now suppose that we have constructed a collection of closed sets

{Ka:a<ß} for ßEA with the following properties: (1) for t</3 in 4,
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f(üaárKa)=üaSrVa; (2) K.Cf-KVjnVJ ; (3) {Ka: a<ß} is a

disjoint collection; and (4) f\Ka is at most « + 1 to one. We define

VS'-Vj-V.KßKa. Since KaCV¿, {Ka: a<ß\ is locally
finite. Therefore U„<0 Ka is closed and V¿' is open in X. Now let

yE(Uß-\Ja<ßVa)- = Gß. Now if y<£\Ja<ßVa then /-l(y)njST„-#

for all a<ß. Thus f-'WAF/'-fWAF/^f, If yGGs and
yGUa<0 F«, then yC £/„ for any a<ß. Therefore yGFr(F„) for some

a and thus f~l(y) is perfect. ~How f~1(y)iA}a<ß Fa is a finite set (with

at most w(« + l) elements). Of course f~1(y)f^Vß is not finite. Thus

f-i(y)r\Vß"?¿$ in this case also. Let KßQVß' be closed such that

f(Kß)=Gß and /| Kß is at most w + 1 to one. Then the collection

{F„: a<j3 + l} has properties (1), ■ • • , (4) above. By transfinite

induction we get a collection of closed sets \Ka: aEA } having prop-

erties (1), • • • , (4). Now define open sets Va such that F„C V„E VJ

such that the collection \Va: aEA} is a disjoint collection. Then

{ Va} satisfies (i), • • ■ , (vi) of the lemma.

We are now ready for the proof of 1.1.

Proof of 1.1. Let e¿—»0 be a sequence of positive numbers. Then

let { Va,i'. aET i} be collections of open sets in X having the following

properties: (1) for each i, { Va,i' o£r¡) is a disjoint collection;

(2) for each i,/(Uaer, Va,i) = Y; (3) for each i,f~l(y)C\ Fa,,=3> except

for at most « + 1 a's in T,-; (4) { Va,t- aGr¿} is locally finite; (5)

5(F„,{)<€< for all «Gri; and (6) {T«,,+1: «Gri+1} < { Va¡i: aETi}.
That such a sequence of collections exist is assured by the previous

lemma and by induction. Let F¿ = U{Fa,¿: aETi} and then let

F = nr-i F;. Then F is closed. Now letJS«,^FfW«,,-. Then {S„,,}
is o--locally finite in K. But Ba¡i = Kr\Va,i since Fr(F„,,)nFt+i=i>.

Thus Ba,i is open and closed in F. Therefore dim F = 0. Now by (1),

(6), and (3) above, for any yEY we can easily obtain a sequence

71,1 such that ?ni,+1CF»,¡ for all î,_and f^^nVi^. Since

8(T*¿)-+0 we must have/-Hy)^ [fit-! KA =x, a single point in X.

But then xEK and f(K) = Y. Now suppose that there is a point

yGFwith {xi, • • ■ , xn+2\Ef~'i(y)r\K. Then lete,- be small enough

that {S(xj, €i):j = l, • • • , w + 2} is a disjoint collection in X. But

then Taj,iQS(x,; e¿) for the unique Vajli containing x¡. But then there

arew + 2 distinct a's in T< with f~1(y)<~^Va,i7á^, a contradiction. Thus

/| F is at most «4-1 to one and F has now been shown to have all

of the desired properties.

II. Fclosedin Xwithdim F = 0 and dim/(F)>0. In this section

we apply 1.1 to open mappings under certain conditions to show the

existence of closed 0-dimensional subsets of X whose image must have
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dimension at least a certain positive value. This is a continuation of

the author's work in the first part of [4].

11.1. Definition. / is said to be a-closed provided X = \J¡°_ 1 A,- where

Ai is closed in X,f(A{) is closed in F, and/| Ai: Ai—:>f(Ai) is a closed

mapping. / is said to be dimension preserving on closed subsets pro-

vided that if K is closed in X, then dim K = dim/(7£).

The author has shown in [4] that if/ is open and cr-closed with dis-

crete point inverses then / is dimension preserving on closed subsets.

This result is sharpened in the next theorem and will be applied sev-

eral times in the sequel.

11.2. Theorem. If f is open and a-closed and ^4 = {xG^:

xG(/-1/(x)—x)-} with Xo = X — A, then X0 is an F„ and f\X0: Xa

—>/(Xo) is dimension preserving on closed subsets.

Proof. Let F„= {xEX: d(x, f"lf(x) — x)^l/w}. By the openness

of/, F„ must be closed in X. But X0 = U^°,1 Fn and thus X0 is an F,.

Let g=/|Xo: Xo—*f(Xa). Then g is also cr-closed since Xo is an F,.

Now g is O-dimensional and so cannot lower the dimension of any

closed subset of X0. If g is not dimension preserving on closed subsets,

then by Corollary 1.7 of [4], there is a closed set KEX0 with

dim 7£ = 0 and dim g(K)>0. Let X = U<C11 At be as in the definition

of cr-closed. We may assume AiEAi+i for all i. By the definition of

Fn we have F„EFn+i for all w. Let Bn = Fnr\An. Then Bn is closed

in X and g\ Bn:Bn—>g(Bn) is closed. Clearly Xo = U"=1 73„. Now if

g(K) has positive dimension, then it is clear by the sum theorem for

closed sets that there is an w such that dim g(Kr\Bn) >0. Let us sup-

pose therefore that KEBn. Let {Qa: a£rj be a locally finite open

cover of X with 8(Qa) < 1/w for all aET. Let { Fa: aET} be a closed

cover of Xwith FaC<2«foralla.Let7¡:a = {xEFar\K:f-lf(x)r\Qa = x}.

Then/| Ka is a homeomorphism onto/(7£„). Thus dim 7£a = dim/(7ia)

for all a. Now {7<Ca:aGr} is locally finite. Thus if ACT is any subset

then L = U{Ka: aEA} is closed. But LEKQBnEAn. Thus f(L)
= g(L) is closed. But /(Ua6A Ka) =UaeA.f(Ka). Thus we can apply a

sum theorem [8, Corollary, p. 18] to {f(Ka): aET} to get that

dim Uaer/(7£a)=sup„er dim /(7£a) = supaGr dim 7£a = dim Uatr Ka.

But if xEK, then since KEFn, xEKa for some a. ThusUaGr Ka = K.

That is, dim K = dim f(K) =0, a contradiction. Therefore g must be

dimension preserving on closed subsets.

The reader will observe that the only use made of the function /

being cr-closed was to get g to be cr-closed. In case X is separable this

occurs as a result of the openness of/. Thus we can state the following

improvement for X separable.
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11.3. Theorem. If f is open and X is separable with A and Xo as

in II.2, thenf\ X0 is a-closed and dimension preserving on closed subsets

ontof(Xo) with Xo andf(X0)Fs's in X and Y, respectively.

Proof. Let {F;},"!,! be a basis for X and let Bi={xEX:

f~if(x)r\Vi = x}.Then Bi'is an Fr and f(B{) is an Fr by the openness

of/. Now X0 = Uf„i Bi and/(Zo) =U1l1/(73i). Thus these sets are TVs

in their respective spaces. Now /| 73,- is a homeomorphism, hence

closed onto/(T3¿). Therefore by Lemma 1.3 of [6] f\X0 is cr-closed.

If K is closed in X0, then dim KC\Bt = dim /(7vP\73t) and these sets

are F„'s. Thus we must have dim 7? = dim f(K) and thus /| Xo is

dimension preserving on closed subsets.

The following lemma is necessary before we can proceed to the

main results of this section.

11.4. Lemma. Let A EX with dim A = m<dim X = n. Then there is a

closed set KEX with dim K^n — l and dim KP\A^m — 1.

Proof. Let A = U™ 0 A ¿ with dim A t = 0 for all i. There is a <r-locally

finite basis for X, call it { Va: aET} such that Fr(Fa)Pi40=d> for

allaGr. Since dim X — n, there is an a0 such that dim Fr(F„0) ^«-1.

But since Fr(Vat)r\A CU?L, At we must have Fr(Vaa)i^A having

dimension at most m — 1. Letting K = Fr(Vao) we get our required set.

U.S. Lemma. Let AEX with dim A=m <dim X = n. Then there is a

closed set KEX with dim K^n — m and dim KC\A ^0.

Proof. We apply Lemma 11.4 inductively to get the required set.

We are now ready for the main result of this section.

11.6. Theorem. If f is open and a-closed with complete point inverses

with dim -X" = wz<dim F=w< », then there is a closed set KEX with

dim K = 0 and with dim f(K) ~^n — m.

Proof. Let A = {xEX: xE(f~lf(x)-x)-} and X0 = X-A. Then

Xo is an 7v in X and /| Xo is dimension preserving on closed subsets.

Thus dim f(Xo)úm. Let F be closed in Y with dim F^n — m and

dim FC\f(Xo) áO by Lemma II.5. Now g—/|/-1(F) is an open map-

ping onto F with complete point inverses. Furthermore, g satisfies

the hypotheses of 1.1 and thus there is a K closed inXwithdim7C = 0

and with g(K) =f(K) = F.

11.7. Theorem. If f is open with complete point inverses where X is

separable and dim X = m <dim F = w<», then there is a KEX,

K closed with dim K = 0 and with dim f(K) ^n — m.
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Proof. Same as for 11.6.

11.8. Theorem. /// is open and closed with dim X = m<dim Y

= n< co, then there is a KEX with dim F = 0, F closed, and dim/(F)

^.n — m.

Proof. Let F=U„er Fr(/-1(y)). Then dim B^m. Also we must

have dim /(F) =w. Now B is an inverse set and thus /| B: B-+f(B)

is open and closed. But f\ B has compact point inverses. We apply

11.6 to/| B to get a FCF, F closed with dim F =0 and with dim/(F)
^w — m. But B is closed in X, thus F is closed in X.

11.9. Remark. One can consider 11.6 to be a converse to a theorem

due to Hurewicz which states that for closed / with dim X = m

>dim Y = n, there is a y G F with dim f_1(y) ^m — n.

With some extra effort we can find a surprising improvement of

11.7 in case X is a manifold.

11.10. Theorem. Let f be open and X a (separable) m-dimensional

Euclidean manifold with wi<dim Y = n< oo. Then there is a KEX,

K closed (compact) with dim F = 0 and dim/(F) ^k-jm + 1.

Proof. Let X have a complete metric. Then / will have complete

point inverses in this metric. Let Y' = Y— U { U: U is open in Y with

dim U<n}. Then Y' is closed in F with dim Y' =n. Now consider

/|/_1( Y') mapping onto Y'. This mapping is open with complete point

inverses. Let B= {xEf'KY'): xG(/-1/(x)-*)-}. Then B is an F„ in
/_1(F') and /| F is dimension preserving on closed subsets. Now

if dim B=m, then there is an open w-cell KmEB. But then

dim FOT = dim f(Km)=m. However, f(Km) is open in Y' and thus

dim f(Km)=n, a contradiction. That is, dim B^m — l. Thus,

dim /(F) ¿m — 1. Now there is an F closed in F', hence in Y, with

dim F^n-m + l and dim FH/(F)gO. Then fIf'1 (F) satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 1.1. Thus there is a closed K~Ef~1(F) with

dim F = 0 and /(F) = F. Clearly since X is c-compact we can require

F to be compact if we so desire.

11.11. Remark. In this last proof we really only used the property

that if BEX with dim 5 = dim X, then B has interior points in X.

Thus, there is an obvious generalization of 11.10 to spaces X having

this property. Many dimension theorems for manifolds could be gen-

eralized to such spaces.

Added in Proof. There are improvements of the main results of

this paper in the author's dissertation (Mappings and dimension in

metric spaces), University of Miami, June 1968.
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